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Abstrat

This analysis was enouraged by beam signal drop o� by few perent observed by pgp

detetor for ertain silion run period (see for example Fig.13,14 [1℄). The general idea

was to investigate if this e�et was aused by relative tagging ratio drop or other e�ets

not related to the tagging ratio stability (for example rate drop o� aused by beam shift

from the enter of the sintillator straw to the edge or something else). For this purpose

stability of π
0 yield (normalized to beam �ux) has been studied for silion target (runs

after 64700).

The photon beam alignemnt have been heked using position of the mean intersetion

points of the line between two lusters (π0 andidates) and oordinate axes.

1 Event analysis

The silion prodution runs (64716 � 64988) have been divided into 10 intervals. Nor-

malized (to the photon beam �ux) π
0 yield has been extrated for eah suh an interval.

Events were seleted using the following requirements:

• A seleted event must be triggered by HyCal total sum trigger.

• Event must have 2 or more lusters with energy above 0.5 GeV eah.

• First 18 T-ounters have been used.

• Time di�erene window size (between HyCal and Tagger signals) was 6 ns.

• Beam trips have been exluded.

• All 2 luster ombinations in event were analized. Any suh a pair has been aepted

if it had invariant mass above 100 MeV and at least 1 luster wasn't math by Veto.



2 Stability of π0
yield

The invariant mass of all the π0 andidates passed through seletion is presented on

Fig. 1 (page 4). The �tting funtion (red urve) was in form of 2 Gaussian plus seond

order polinomial:

NF (x) = N1(X,µ1, σ1) + N2(X,µ2, σ2) + B0 + B1 ∗ (X − µ1) + B2 ∗ (X − µ1)2

Sine we need total number of signal events we used sum of N1 and N2. So we modi�ed

the �tting funtion and introdued NS and e�etive angle phi in the following way:

N1 = NS × cos(φ)2, N2 = NS × sin(φ)2

As a result we got real error for the sum of two gaussians number of events (whih is π0

yield) from the Minuit �t. The �tted number of π0 in all intervals is 299500 ± 627, signal

shape parameters for overall �t were

• 74% give µ1 = 135.7, σ1 = 2.4 MeV

• 26% give µ2 = 135.5, σ2 = 4.3 MeV.

The mass spetra in 10 run groups were proessed the same way. These spetra and �t

results are given in Fig. 2 � 6 (pages 5 � 7). The measured yields versus Run number are

presented in �g. 7. The hypothesis that π0 yield doesn't depend on time of data taken has

χ2 = 12 at 9 degrees of freedom (NDF) (statistial errors only).

Elastiity distribution (ratio of π0 and photon beam energy) is shown on �g. 8. We

orret gamma energies from π0 deay taking into aount beam energy, luster energy

resolutions by requiring energy onservation (reoil energy is negligible). Invariant mass

was realulated with these orreted energies (energy onstraint mass). This proedure of

ourse is valid only for elasti proess, when π0s were produed exlusively. The onstraint

mass spetrum was �tted the same way as on �g. 7. The resulting mass spetrum is shown

in �g. 9 (page 10). The number of π0s here is 109900 ± 486, signal shape parameters for

the �t:

• 78% give µ1 = 135.2, σ1 = 1.2 MeV

• 22% give µ2 = 137.2σ2 = 3.3 MeV

(note, that ω bakground was not inluded in the �t).

The measured yields versus run interval are presented on �g. 10 (page 11). The signal is

about 3 times less than for unonstraint spetrum, but a major ontribution omes from

more narrow peak of elasti π0s. The hypothesis that π0 yield doesn't depend on time of

data is aeptable in terms of stat. errors, and that is important the normalized yield drop

o� by few perent is learly not observed.
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3 Alignment of the vertex position

HyCal alignment was heked using π
0 events. The X,Y oodinates of 2 lusters from

π
0
→ γγ deay were used to alulate the point of the beam intersetion with HyCal fae

plane. We seleted π
0 in mass window of ± 3 MeV. On �g. 11 (page 12) we show X(Y)

distributions used in this proedure for all silion runs. In �g. 12 we present alignment

results alulated for seleted 10 group of runs. The resulting position are ompatible with

zero.One one group ontaining Run 64800 is a possible outlier.

4 Conlusion

• The drop o� of normalized pion yield at the end of silion data is not on�rmed. We

don't see any strong dependene on time of the data taken.

• The HyCal alignment is statistially onsistent with (0,0). One group of runs has

values out of normal position. This ould be double hek in the nearest future.
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Figure 1: Mass of two gammas for all seleted events
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Figure 2: Invariant mass of π
0 andidates for Run intervals 1 (left), 2 (right)

Figure 3: Invariant mass of π
0 andidates for Run intervals 3 (left), 4 (right)
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Figure 4: Invariant mass of π
0 andidates for Run intervals 6 (left), 7 (right)

Figure 5: Invariant mass of π
0 andidates for Run intervals 8 (left), 9 (right)
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Figure 6: Invariant mass of π
0 andidates for Run intervals 10 (left), 12 (right)
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Figure 7: Normalized π
0 yields (deviation from 0 in perent) for seleted run intervals
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Figure 8: Elastiity distribution for seleted events
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Figure 9: π
0 mass with elastiity ontraint for all events
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Figure 10: Stability plot: normalized π
0 yields (deviation from 0 in perent) for seleted

run intervals. Elastiity onstraint is applied for alulating signal
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Figure 11: Beam instersetion with HyCal fae point: left Y, right X

Figure 12: Obtained X,Y alignment vs run group: left Y, right X
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